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Luis Elizondo, the former head of the Pentagon's Advanced Aerospace Threat Identification Program, said that UFOs have repeatedly meddled with U.S. nuclear capabilities.
Pentagon whistleblower says UFOs have meddled with secret US nuclear weapons facilities and even forced some offline - calling actions a 'global threat'
Luis Elizondo, former chief of AATIP has claimed that unidentified flying objects which authorities call unidentified aerial phenomenon (UAP) had rendered nuclear weapons unusable in the United States ...
UFOs made US nuclear systems unusable, says Ex AATIP chief [details]
NASA are investigating UFOs as a bombshell US intelligence report is set to not rule out aliens, administrator Bill Nelson said. Space chief Nelson admitted the agency is probing the phenomena ...
Pentagon UFO footage latest – Report could come out any day now after leak ‘did not rule out objects are aliens’
Lue Elizondo told Fox News' Tucker Carlson that dozens of UFOs appear to have carried out "some kind of reconnaissance or surveillance of our nuclear technology and weapons". He also dismissed ...
UFO sightings above secret US nuclear weapon sites spark alarm - 'Looks like surveillance'
A long-awaited government report on UFOs found no evidence that the objects came from outer space. But the objects remain unidentified. David Martin has the details.
U.S. report finds no evidence UFOs were alien spacecraft
THE PENTAGON'S highly-anticipated report into UFOs has been briefed by US intelligence officials ahead of its release, with suggestions that the mysterious objects and inexplicable technology captured ...
Pentagon report sparks fear that UFO videos in fact show Chinese hypersonic weapons tests
Former President Barack Obama said the US might have to 'spend a lot more' to defend ourselves and new religions could pop up if the existence of intelligent extraterrestrial life is proven.
Obama 'absolutely' wants to know truth behind UFOs, US could up weapons spend, have new religions
A NASA space chief has said “we want to know the truth” about possible UFO sightings after a string of strange encounters between unusual objects and the US military pilots. NASA ...
UFO report updates – Nasa’s Bill Nelson says ‘we want to know’ truth about sightings as 2021 Pentagon files released
AS TOP government officials try to make sense of the Pentagon’s recent report on unidentified aerial phenomena, one ex-Pentagon official says UAP sightings go back at least 70 years. Former ...
UFOs have ‘menacing the US for 70 YEARS and government needs to keep tracking them’, ex-Pentagon official says
"We’ve had incidents where these UAPs have interfered and actually brought offline our nuclear capabilities," says Luis Elizondo, the former director of the Pentagon’s Advanced Aerospace Threat ...
Ex UFO Investigation Chief Says UAPs Took US Nuclear Systems Offline, Explains Chinese Spy Plane Possibilities
Isn't one of the benefits of being president that you get to know all the secret dirt on UFOs and aliens? Yeah, throw that movie cliche right out the window, apparently. Former President Barack Obama ...
Obama says he 'absolutely' wants to know what UFOs are, and he's hopeful
This won’t be the last time the imperialist media warns us that UFOs on the radar are a sign of a frightening gap in technology that leaves the US defenseless against Russia and China. They’ve been pr ...
Caitlin Johnstone: US corporate media wastes no time using UFO report to promote arms race
Did Nazi scientists, eager to devise a weapon that could throw back advancing ... Plus, many of the SS officials purportedly involved in the “secret UFO program” weren’t in any position ...
This Conspiracy Says Hitler Had a Secret Anti-Gravity UFO—and the U.S. Stole It
THE world must ramp up its investigations into UFOs as the Pentagon’s “disturbing” report appears unable to rule out that foreign hypersonic technology could be behind the sightings, an expert ...
‘Disturbing’ UFO report ‘can’t rule out’ aliens or Russian hypersonic weapons tests & world must wake up, says expert
The long-awaited Pentagon report on unidentified aerial phenomena appears to deliver more questions than answers.
Government Says UFOs Aren’t American Technology, Can’t Rule Out Alien Origins
UFOs seen in recent years by US Navy pilots were not secret pieces of government technology ... inquiry said some of the incidents may be explained by Russian or Chinese weapons program, which have ...
Mystery remains as UFO report concludes no evidence Navy sightings were aliens and rules out secret US tech
BARACK Obama said he believes new religions could emerge and the US may stockpile weapons if the Pentagon's UFO report confirms the existence of alien life. His comments come as an unclassified ...
Obama says new religions could spring up and US may spend more on weapons if UFO report confirms alien life
The first teaser included a baby Fish Stick Back Bling, a carton of milk and a mysterious alien weapon. The second ... Superman be the seventh season’s “secret” skin? That’s certainly ...
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